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The Australopithecinae
These creatures probably lived duiing the
Pliocene and Lower Pleistocene periods For
mini jears controversy laged is to whether they
were to be classified as Ponsid or as Hommid
Many dental features for et; imple indicate their
hommid affinities and they were moreover bi
pedal How e\ er their brims weie very small and
tall wuhm the Pongid range They might well
have used tools a widespread propensity among
many Piimatea but it is far les& hkely that the
South African forms were capable of making tools
in the manner described It may well be that the
u=e of bones teeth and wood as tools might long
have predated the use of more durable stone
artifacts On balance however the 4.ustralo
pithecmae might be described as the earliest
Hornmiils
"Vlanj fossil remains of the iustralopithecmae
have been lound and thej have been given a
variety of names It appear^ however that in
South Atnca a single genus existed probably with
two species Of these one is small generalised
and hfehtlj built and is termed Austialopttl-ecus
or A a/ncanus -while the other is larger more
specialised and robust and is termed Paranthropvti
or A obitstiii It is improbable that either of
these feouth Afucan forms constituted a major
soutce of the later more id\ anced hommids
In the Lower Pleistocene Bed I in the Olduvai
Gor^i, Tanzania a fos il rather similar to the more
rugged Australopitheemes of South Africa was
found yinjanttimpi s bm^ei as it was named is
now frequently referied to d,a 4nslfalojntfiecus
boii>ei Estimated to be some 1 700 000 years old
this creature was perhaps the earliest tool maker
but it is hkely that Homo habilis a more advanced
hommid contemporaneously existing at Olduvai
was tne maker of the numerous Oldowan stone
tools found in Bed I Oldowan tools widely
distributed in Afuci represent the first tool
mal ins tradition and with this culture the Palaeo
hthic ^ge begins
Homo erectus
Pemains are verj widespread in the Old World
and they repiesent the next major stage m the
evolution of the Hommids Most finds are dated to
the Middle Pleistocene period The brain is now
much larger than in the AustralopitLecines though
smaller than in modern man The skull bones are
ver> thick and the skull exhibits massive bony
ridges There is neither a chin nor a forehead
present The lirst finds -were made in Middle
Pleistocene deposits in J*va by Dr E Dubois
Thib creature fiOiecantJiro'eus erectus (Homo
eiectui myaneniis) \vas mdisputablv erect and
walked on two legs Dr G H E von BLoenigs
wald discovered more specimens of the same
general type m Java and he also found the remains
of a Lower Pleistocene more rugged form which he
named P robustus A massive jaw which he
found—Megantiiroput valaeojavantcus—probably
represents the Australopitheeine stage m Java and
has also been named Paranthropits (Australopithe
cvs) palaeojavamcvs
In 1927 and 1929 the fir fc remains oi Pekin Man
(SmanifiropusveTimenns Homo erectus yekiiiensis)
were found in Chou Kou Tien cave near Pekin
These remains were Middle Pleistocene contem
poranes of Java Man whom they closely resembled
Until certain finds were made in East Africa m
the nineteen fifties and sixties particularly at
Olduvai Homo ereclus remains were only known
from the Far East It had been widely accepted
that man originated m Asia and not m Africa an
interpretation that is little supported today A
skull found in the Middle Pleistocene Bed II at
Olduvai as well as certain mandibles found at
Ternifine Algeria are also without doubt repre
sentatives of Homo erectus The Ternifine (AUan
Owo-eus) jaws as well as very similar mandibles
found at Sidi Abdeirahman near Casablanca
Morocco are accompanied by hand axes of the
so called Acheulean culture The Olduvai. homo
erectus skull dated at approximately 490 000 years
was also associated with hand axes
.European fossil remains approximately contem
poraneous -with Pekm, Man mclude the massive
Mauer Jaw found without associated artifacts in
1907 near Heidelberg in Germany In 1964 and
 1065 equally ancient remains were found at
\ertezollos Hungary and these are also of the
Homo ciedui type
Absolute and Eelative Dating
In tracing the emergence of man it is desirable
that the various finds should be dated as accuratel>
as possible both in relative terms and also If
possible m absolute terms Various methods
have been devised and the results are often e^
pressed by giving the date as so many years b p
The initials b p stand for before present and
the present conventionally means the year ± d
1950
The potassium argon method depending on the
rate of ladioactive decaj of po assmm to argon is
useful for dating material from 230 000 to 26
million jears old For inoie recent finds up to
about 50 000 years old the Carbon 14 method is
ippropnate Dating with this method depends
on establishing the ratio of Carbon 1* (the radio
aetwe isotope of Carbon) to Carbon 12—ordinary
Caibon One method of relative dating is called
the fluorine method depending as it does on the
fact that fossil bones contain fluorine m proportion
to their antiquity Eelative dating may also be
deduced from the depths at which fossil bones are
found in undisturbed strata Eelative dating is
also possible from the known sequence of glacial
events during the Pleistocene During this period
much of northern Euiasia witnessed four major
glacial advances the so called ice ages C un/
Mmdel Eiss and Wurm lYulder periods or
InterUacia's separated the Ice Ages and geological
deposits of the glacnl and interglacial periods
easily characterised by the remains of the distmc
tive flora and fauna which they contain provide
a framework for dating fossil man Thus two
human skulls from the second Mindel-Eiss Inter
glacial (130-180 000 b p ) are known m Europe
those of Stemheim German! and Swanscomhe
Kent The latter was associated with the Mid
4-cheulean hand axe culture No artifacts were
found with Stemheim man The btemheim
cranium is much more complete than the Sw ans
combe remains and m size it approximates to
modern man Some of its morphological features
are bimilar to modern man others to Neanderthal
man Steinheim could m fact be a generalised
ancestor for both these major human tj pes The
Swanscombe bones are sometimes similarly inter
preted though they have on occasion been classed
as an early form of Homo samens pre dating the
Neanderthalians
Neanderthal Man
Neanderthaloids are found in Upper Pleistocene
times during the early part of the Wurm glaciation
particularly m Europe West and Central Asia and
North Africa Early discoveries included those
in the Neander valley m Germany Gibraltar Spy
(Belgium) and Krapina (Jugoslavia) Subse
quently many other finds were made including for
example La Chapelle (France) Teshik Tash
(Uzbekistan) Hauna IPteah (Cyrenaaca) and .Rabat
(Morocco)
Early proto Neanderthalers such as Stemheun
were followed by the classic Neanderthal
forms conventionalised as of brutish appearance
with massive eyebrow ridges sloping foreheads
long large crania and receding chins The cave of
Tabun on Mt Carmel Israel yielded remains of
these classic forms while the nearby Skhull
cave contained remains of men much more similar
to those of today The remains may represent
variation normal within a group or else may tadl
cate that the Neanderthalers interbred with people
of modern type thus producing the Skhull hybrids
Bhodesian Man found m 1921 in Broken Hill
Zambia is clearly neither a Neanderthaler nor a
modern type of man The skull was for long
thought to be unique if not highly aberrant
However m 1951 a similar skull was found at
Saldanha Bay m the Cape Province of South
Africa These are early "Upper Pleistocene
remains approximately 40 000 years b 3? Solo
Man in Java is a not altogether dissimilar and
may be the direct descendant of Homo erectus in
South East Asia Both Ehodesian and Solo Man
are sometimes regarded as variants of the basic
Neanderthal type.

